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Finally, the must-have cookbook is here for the millions of busy parents who have taken on a

healthier approach to eatingâ€•less processed, more organicâ€•and who want to feed their little ones

easy-to-make, cost-effective, completely nutritious and delicious meals.With more than sixty

gourmet-inspired recipes and dozens of Chef Geoff's tips for quick and nutritious preparation,

parents everywhere will be in on the Baby Love secret: that making fresh baby food is pretty simple,

even if you've never cooked a day in your life.Learn how to make two weeks worth of Baby Love

meals in less than one hour per week, at a fraction of the cost of jarred baby food. Say good-bye to

bland and processed and hello to fresh and scrumptious!BABY LOVE recipes include: Pom-Pom

Apple*Peach and Apricot Oatmeal*Tropical Smoothie *Creamy Butternut with Nutmeg*Very Gouda

Grits*Norah's Brain-Booster Zucchini Muffins*Made with Loveâ€¦Baby Love
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Once upon a time I was a 20-year-old stay-at-home mommy terrified of raising my baby wrong.

Cloth diapers meant horrid diaper rash. Not breastfeeding was a mortal sin. Feeding your baby the

same foods you ate meant they might have a fatal allergic reaction. Fast forward ten years and

while my first born is certainly not malnourished... he's not the best eater. Sniff a jar of baby veggies

and you might be able to guess why.The idea of making my own baby food from scratch was one I

knew I wanted to do before I was even pregnant with baby #2. A book I purchased about feeding

toddlers when #1 was little has lingered in my cookbook collection for years. The first few sections

focused on baby food & purees so I knew it was possible. I researched making my own baby food a



lot before the time came and while I did go with boxed baby cereals (for the sake of time) at first...

my wee one only ever eats the other packaged stuff when we pack it for those times when going

home and thawing out cubes of pears isn't efficient. THAT is what I loved about BABY LOVE.Norah

and Geoff have a very realistic attitude toward making baby food. It's not as time consuming as

you'd think and they break down how cost effective it really is. Finally seeing the math really made

me happy to be taking the time and making the effort to prep my baby's food. In these budget

concious times when organic food is the ideal it's nice to know I can give the baby what is not only

healthiest, but what keeps some money around for the college fund too.Yes, some of these recipes

are very, very basic. For someone who already knows what they are doing these might seem a little

too "duh". I disagree. Some of the methods I had previously used for prepping foods produced less

palate pleasing purees in comparison.

I bought this book as a gift for my daughter who just had her second child. She made about half of

the food for her first child, something that saved money and allowed her to better control the quality

and overall nutritional value of the food her child was eating. For those reasons and because she

also enjoyed doing it, she was interested in trying to make all of the food for this child, or at least a

larger percentage of it.Since she was already pretty comfortable with the ins and outs of preparing

fruits and vegetables, I was looking for a book that would provide interesting recipes for other food

groups AND that had a number of recipes that would also suit her toddler, or could be easily

adapted to do so. Many of the recipes in this book seemed to fit that mold. My daughter has just

started using it and, to date, seems pleased with the recipes. She has found a number that work for

her toddler and that she and her husband enjoy as well.She did say, though, that the claim "Learn

how to make two weeks worth of Baby Love meals in less than one hour per week" included in the

book description must be for people who are either more adept in the kitchen than she is or who

don't have a toddler "assisting" them. Or possibly both. :)She thought this was a good addition to the

baby cookbooks she already had, but felt it wasn't comprehensive enough to be the only book on

the subject on hand for parents who are serious about making most of their child's food. She

suggested readers might want to consider checking out the following books as well:

What's to love about BABY LOVE? Well, plenty. Except, like most books written by celebrities

(which I didn't realize when I ordered it from ) one is left wondering how someone who is

SOOOOOO busy finds time to cook all this kids food from scratch. Quite frankly, I'm a

stay-at-home-mom for now and find it hard to keep up with 2 toddlers and a baby by myself all day



despite better-than-average time management skills. Nevermind the fact that one of the authors

here is a professional chef with the skills to match. Baby food would seem like child's play.Here's

what I love...They assume you know nothing. The introduction of the book covers the basics of food

safety, preparation, storage, cooling, etc. They give some realistic time estimates and break down

the cost of store-bought food versus homemade baby food, though I doubt that being a TV anchor

and the owner of 5 restaurants that cost was the primary motivator here.Here's a breakdown:Getting

startedBaby's stages (development/taste)Nutrition/foods to avoid/good startersPage 11 - cost

analysis of homemade vs. store bought brands15-34 Prep, storage, working safely - lots of info, but

not overdoneNot too bad, so far. You can get through the introduction in about a half hour if you're

not taking notes.From here on the rest of the 132 pages are recipes.First, the basics.FRUITS: Baby

options during the first 6 - 8 months are very limited. There isn't much room for creativity.
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